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Summary
I really enjoy enhancing and improving the functionality of existing code and technical projects to increase their power and flexibility. I also
enjoy the creativity and independence that coding provides me to be able to make complicated technology easier to use for all. 
My favourite areas of study in computer science include networking, programming, security, and cryptography as they're all critical in
implementing robust and reliable technical solutions. These areas of technology can allow for real-world, positive impacts in life!
 

Experience

Cloud Engineer at Scotiabank
Oct 2022 – Present (1 mo)
 

Scotia Digital Banking Group - Projects

I am applying additional focus on maintenance, security, and efficiency going into 2023. Our team has been working remotely with
Google Engineers to better improve the overall operations of our production logging framework. As a start, I've worked with the Plato
Beam Java Library to better optimize the Dataflow parallel processing pipeline throughput by using Sharded-Keys. 

 

Cloud Engineer at Scotiabank
Jan 2022 – Oct 2022 (10 mos)
 

Scotia Digital Banking Group - Projects (Continued)

I've been able to transition teams and work on the very important goal of helping a much larger organization to modernize their various
technology stacks. In addition to security, banks are subject to stricter rules and regulations that need to be governed by risk and
auditing groups. This presents many interesting challenges and problems which need to be solved in a timely manner. I have applied as
much of my tech knowledge, experience, and skillset to help our group (and our bank) improve, maintain, and operate its internal public
cloud services for our clients and customers!

• Focused work efforts on improving and maintaining the core code components of our Google Cloud Platform pipeline
• Integrated an additional security event message payload into our DataFlow + PubSub logging framework (Java)

• Added capabilities to parse, transform, and forward GCP Security Command Center log alerts so they can be further
processed, stored, and queried by our on-prem security teams and services

• Improved the components of the pipeline responsible for managing & deploying the application teams project definitions in
GCP (Python)

• Implemented a static analysis rule that ensures the project deployments only include a pre-defined set of allowed and
approved Google APIs
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Cloud Engineer at Scotiabank
Nov 2019 – Jan 2022 (2 yrs 3 mos)
 

Scotia Digital Banking Group - Projects (Continued)

• Google and Azure cloud resource deployment engines (Groovy)
• Identified, investigated, and secured our GCP pipeline by fixing a serious CLI issue (Python)

• The issue included improper usage of shell execution strings that could allow for command line injection attacks to be used
against our cloud projects (Jenkins Pipeline)

• Fixed 2 additional CLI vulnerabilities which were identified by our internal audit risk teams and security pen-testing groups
• Applied bug fixes to our Azure pipeline used by our internal clients and customers for performing cloud resource

deployments (Ruby)
• Completed tickets on removing unused and unneeded code libraries and frameworks that were identified during a security

audit
• This helps greatly to reduce code base complexity, increase readability and maintainability, and lessen the overall attack

surface for future exploits
• Upgraded and migrated 2 different code bases away from their deprecated language and version

• Translated our core GCP pipeline code base along with all of its sub-components (from Py2 to Py3)
• Converted our application DataFlow pipeline which deploys a set of resources as a package including CloudFunction +

PubSub + CloudStorage (from JavaScript to Python3)
 

Site Reliability Engineer at Scotiabank
May 2018 – Nov 2019 (1 yr 7 mos)
 

Platform Modernization (Plato) Group

I have been working with a tech-focused group at Scotiabank with an important goal geared towards operating, automating, and
improving a robust & reliable cloud based system for our application developers! This is designed to be a complete and secure solution
that provides any app dev team the ability to build and deploy their projects into the approved cloud platforms meant to meet the
security and standards of the bank. The cloud providers supported and approved include the Google Cloud Platform and Azure!

• Google Cloud Platform Experience
• Identity and Access Management (roles, permissions, & service accounts)
• Managed Instance Groups (compute engines & snapshot images)
• Internal Load Balancers (blue/green DNS releases + routing traffic to autoscaled VM instances)
• Virtual Private Clouds (networking tags & firewalling traffic)
• Google Cloud Native Services (allowing projects to access Storage, BigQuery, PubSub)
• Logging and Monitoring (Stackdriver & DataFlow)

• Azure Portal Cloud Experience
• Managing production environment subscriptions and deploying project resource groups
• Supporting the equivalent resources such as KeyVaults, StorageAccounts, VirtualMachines

Some of the technologies used above include: BitBucket PullRequests, Jenkins Pipelines, Groovy Scripts, GIT repos + YAML resources,
Python & Ruby languages
 



DevOps Engineer [+ Software Tools Engineer @ McAfee] at TunnelBear
Nov 2016 – May 2018 (1 yr 7 mos)
 

Most Recent and Important Software Projects:

• Improved some Python scripts responsible for managing our VM instances running on various cloud platforms via their APIs
(DigitalOcean, Vultr, Amazon AWS EC2 [Boto])

• This maintenance allows us to operate more efficiently to help save on company resources such as total money spent on
servers

• Created a Python script that integrates and interfaces with iptables NFQUEUE (network security)
• Capable of detecting and blocking IP-destined port-scan attacks through our servers firewall
• Uses a hashmap with source-address and packet-timing for simple analysis and detection

• Improved an in-house DNS server framework to allow it to respond with dynamic & customized replies for CNAME / A record
queries (networking knowledge / experience)

• It is also capable of acting as a simple proxy fallback for other unrelated queries

• Created a Python script that is capable of translating and proxying IPv4 based packets into IPv6 server destinations for greater
address range distribution (programming / networking)

• Includes the ability to uniquely bind the sockets based on the original source addresses to allow for a custom mapped packet
rerouting

• Modified an existing public framework called stunnel (HTTPS CONNECT proxy) to allow for customized inner-SSL proxy-
authentication via our company's APIs (C programming & open source projects!)

• This provides us with custom user auth before setting up and allowing communication access on the requested socket objects
(product integration)

• Created a Python framework capable of auto-rotating media servers (Amazon AWS EC2) running in multiple providers for the
purpose of providing our users with more reliable access to localized content

• It's capable of auto-balancing the Amazon ROUTE53 DNS entries via their API to provide an even VPN server connection
distribution

• This saves our team a lot of time & manual work hours that would have been used to manage this solution by hand!
 



DevOps Engineer at TunnelBear
Nov 2016 (1 mo)
 

TunnelBear is a great company with an amazing goal in life -- provide an easy-to-use, secure, and robust / reliable VPN solution that
anyone can use anytime, anywhere. This is such an important mission because individuals in almost every country are either censored,
monitored, or targeted for various reasons (governmental agencies included) and our solution helps to prevent that assumed intrusion
of privacy. I work with an amazing team which is responsible for operating & scaling the thousands of VPN servers for our millions of
users & subscribers all around the world!

Some powerful and capable technologies:
• iptables, iprouting, ipsets, BIND DNS, OpenVPN/SSH/SSL, IPSec StrongSwan, socat/stunnel/squid
• Ansible playbooks, roles, and tasks for distributed & scalable configuration management
• Working with a variety of world-wide VM instances & cloud management APIs

Project management and workflow practices:
• BitBucket repos to manage pull-requests / branch-merges (GitHub centralized code & configs)
• Organizing projects & tasks via JIRA (ticket board)
• Maintaining our Bamboo build agents using Amazon AWS EC2 hosts (CI / CD)

Slack is used for team communication & I wrote a bot geared towards security:
• Created a Python based script which interacts with Slack's HTTP JSON API (IRCv2.0)

• Supports admin commands & IMs to manage things like channels & bot actions
• Monitors the Ubuntu repositories for specific package CVEs related to our operations along with any internal repo changes

• Allows the team to stay up-to-date on important security alerts as soon as possible
• Allows for generic buffer storage so that scripts can relay important info to the bot & users can query it easily

• Can operate without any firewall changes via client-side UDP socket hole-punching techniques (crypto signed messages)
• Provides an easy-to-use interface for members of support to look up information regarding our setup (for example server port

configurations)
 

DevOps Engineering (Quantitative R&D) at National Bank of Canada
May 2016 – Nov 2016 (7 mos)
 

I worked with a small team to help maintain a set of internally built services which are used by our important trading divisions. These
systems are used for trading a large number of funds and resources (stocks, bonds, mortgages, ETFs) in real-time (daily) so they need
to be running constantly. The Java services we work with are supported by a set of Bash scripts which are managed by our DevOps
engineering team:

• Created Bash Shell scripts which interact with financial systems to download, process, and transfer important data files from
external servers to our internal Java web services

• Including monitoring scripts to query for important trading dates from our internal websites (Nginx) to provide a central
dashboard to quickly and efficiently identify any data issues

• Created a Bean Shell script to auto-hook into our mortgage Java JAR library files to allow for extended and easy loan viewing and
editing (team software tools)

• This tool has the capability to allow team members to easily & precisely edit specific mortgage loan fields that exist inside their
complicated flat-file storage formats

• Created Java Jetty websites capable of importing our Java libraries to produce a basic file validation and error reporting webpage
(HTML, CSS, JavaScript)

• Along with a flexible file downloading site so the provided daily data files can be transferred and accessed easily by members
of the team

• Analyzed and implemented a solution to reduce the false-negative reporting observed by our internal Java monitoring web-based
solution (HTML, CSS, JavaScript, SVN)

• The service wasn't able to show previously missing files after a certain time which would give the team a false sense of safety
• This was a very important and critical software being used to track all of our internal processes, tasks, systems, and data files

being loaded for each and every day!
 



Technical Solutions Engineer at Google
Jun 2014 – May 2016 (2 yrs)
 

Working at Google in California as a full time employee was an amazing experience which I got to be a part of. I was able to investigate
and problem solve technical issues in order to help support some of the largest enterprise customers using Google's core apps and
services (Billing, Calendar, Drive). In addition, I was able to work in my free time to create some helper extensions, improve our team’s
web tools, and submit code changes to fix small bugs and feature requests in Google Calendar:

• Contributed to 4 Java code bug fixes and product enhancements related to Google's core service (Calendar) - these fixes helped
to fix frontend and backend issues for our enterprise customers using our web stack (Java, JavaScript, GIT)

• Created and improved internal AppEngine frameworks which allowed the team to perform our core workflows easier (Python, NDB
storage, Jinja templating, Webapp forms, GIT)

• Automated and externalized our tier-1 vendor bug filing process with an easy-to-use web-based submission form
• Incorporated the Salesforce bug information from the case details into our internal case management software service

• Wrote a Chrome extension to help optimize and improve personal case productivity and workflows (Salesforce API, SQL API
querying, Bug management API, AJAX JavaScript)

• Automated the ability to routinely check for bug and case updates within our case management site so we receive live
information updates

• Automatically inserting internal website references with customer case information so our tools can be better linked together
to lookup the information we need (simply clicking between pages instead of manually typing customer data each time)

 

System Administrator / DevOps Mix at Afilias
Jul 2013 – Mar 2014 (9 mos)
 

Working at Afilias was my first true role in the industry and it was very exciting because they are the second largest managed DNS
solutions provider on the internet. They run very important and big nameservers that resolve for .org, .info, and .me - just to name a
few. I was able to automate the various internal administrative tasks to be able to complete my related roles and responsibilities with
greater precision, accuracy, and speed. This project work not only helped to save time and money, it also helped to reduce the amount
of manual user-entry error associated with completing the tasks themselves:

• Automatically querying and processing task information via the ServiceNow ticketing system to launch and schedule automated
tasks such as internal user management requests (Python, SOAP)

• Automated internal management tasks themselves related to adding/modifying/removing user authentication and access to our
servers and services (Python, LDAP, Kerberos, NFS, Google Apps API)

• Created an easy-to-use employee user-profile webpage to allow for password changes across all our servers and services
(Apache, Python CGI)

• Automatically managed Amazon AWS ECC instances for high availability scenarios – instance creation, cloning, startup/shutdown,
load-balancing, user permissions (Python Boto API)

• Internal DNS management work related to modifying zone file entries and record types for our registry operations team (BIND
DNS)

• Created a proof-of-concept WHOIS server with IP rate-limiting capabilities along with an example EPP server to help manage
registrar domain name information actions: register, renew, modify, delete, transfer (Python, TCP Sockets, XML)

• Created shell scripts to automatically perform configuration management changes for servers being deployed with DNS service
capabilities (Bash, Puppet)

 



Computer Technician / Research Assistant at Seneca College
May 2011 – Jun 2013 (2 yrs 2 mos)
 

Working for Seneca College was one of the most enjoyable jobs I had in life. They created an open, free, creative, and contributing work
environment. My main goal at Seneca was to contribute as much as possible to the Open Source community which helped to quickly
build professional relationships. I also attended some Fedora Users and Developers conferences (FUDcon) where many brilliant
engineers gathered and discussed ideas. My work at Seneca was mostly related to running a build farm consisting of around 50 ARM-
based computers which were all connected, configured, and monitored (Apache, Nagios, GIT) to build the thousands of RPM packages
that make up the entire Fedora Linux distribution:

• The "Fedora-ARM-Installer" – A graphical program allowing end users to easily create and install bootable media for ARM devices
(ex. Raspberry Pi) -- raspberrypi.org/archives/805 (Python, GTK)

• The "Moji" build system – A project which managed the entire build process of packaged software for ARM architectures by
providing a centralized clients-to-server build system along with repository management features [http://lwn.net/Articles/463507/]
(Python, HTML, CSS, JavaScript)

• A "Koji-Follow" script – A project which attempts to duplicate the queuing order of thousands of software packages in an attempt
to reduce package build failures and dependency requirements [http://fossjon.wordpress.com/2012/03/27/quick-seneca-
summary/] (Python, PostgreSQL)

• I also presented at the Free Software & Open Source Symposium (FSOSS) on "Running a Build Farm with Fedora and ARM"
[http://youtube.com/watch?v=gyeQhO0S2yk] (Presentation Skills)

 

Programmer / Independent Contractor at University of Toronto
Apr 2013 – May 2013 (2 mos)
 

I completed some short-term work related to allowing members of UofT to manage, design, and create generalized stationery items
such as business cards, letterheads, and envelopes (LAMP stack including custom JavaScript, a PHP PDF framework, and a MySQL
database). The website required an easy user interface that employees can use along with flexible server-side capabilities to allow for
user authentication, database storage, file downloads, and an administrative management PDF layout configuration page.
 

Volunteer Student Mentor / Computer Lab Assistant at Seneca College
Jan 2009 – Apr 2011 (2 yrs 4 mos)
 

• Student Mentoring In Life and Education (SMILE) - I volunteered to mentor a first year Seneca IFS student and was able to
introduce him to the program, campus, and assisted him in any academic way needed each week.

• I also assisted a Seneca professor in helping students with lectures and labs on practicing Python scripting concepts such as
packet capture and CGI web based data processing. In addition, I supervised a computer lab room dedicated for students enrolled
in the Informatics and Security (IFS) degree program.

 



Education

Bachelor of Technology, Informatics and Security at Seneca College
2008 – 2012
 

• Wrote a Bachelor thesis paper on “Implementing Cryptographic Algorithms to Achieve Secure LAN Communication” which was an
application that allowed student computers on an isolated switch to communicate with each other securely via peer-to-peer

• No setup or configuration needed – all automatic (C, UDP, Diffie-Hellman/ECC Key Exchange, ARC/AES Encryption, and
HAMC-SHA Integrity/Authentication)

• Created a website capable of challenging & educating fellow students on website vulnerabilities, hacking techniques, and security
practices (LAMP Stack, JavaScript, Bash, C, and x86 buffer overflow assembly code)

• Practiced various networking concepts on Cisco Series Routers & Catalyst Switches along with buying my own enterprise
hardware to play on personally at home (Routing Protocols, ACLs, VLANs, SSH, and VLSM)

 

Software Engineering, Computer Science at University of Toronto
2005 – 2007
 

• Learned theory related to memory management, socket programming, and process control concepts (C and assembly
assignments)

• Problem solved with team members to complete group work related to building a binary adder using bread boards and logic gates
(hardware)

• Learned important concepts related to programming with object oriented languages such as Java and Python (stacks, lists/arrays,
maps/dictionaries, functions/methods, instances/self/this)

 

Skills

Cryptography • Cisco Networking • Communication • Linux • Algorithms • Programming • Scripting • Coding • System Administration • Network
Administration


